BERRIEN COUNTY BROADBAND INTERNET TASK FORCE
 BCBIT 
February 3, 2022
Snow Day
1:30 PM via Zoom
MEETING NOTES

Attendees: Berrien County Commissioner Teri Freehling; Berrien County Commissioner Jim
Curran; Berrien County Administrator Brain Dissette; Southwest Michigan Planning Commission
Executive Director John Egelhaaf; Berrien County Community Development Director Dan Fette;
Berrien County Corporate Counsel Thaddeus Hackworth.

I.

Broadband Projects on Full Boil, Simmer, or Just Warming Up. Safe to say – Full Boil.
Running parallel with the application will be the need to get a head start on the RFP
(request for proposal). We can look to examples of Washtenaw County, or to our friends
south of the border, Indiana, who has a sophisticated detailed process in place.

II.

County’s ARPA Project Funding Submission Process. Group discussed Berrien County’s
ARPA Broadband Application. We can expect applications from Oronoko Township,
Bainbridge Township, Lincoln Township, Baroda Township, and Royalton Township.
Additionally. Weesaw Township has contacted Commissioner Freehling. John Egelhaaf was
contacted by the Pokagon Fund. John has also been contacted by Oronoko Township for a
letter of support. Community Development Director Dan Fette state the review process will
probably be the EDC (Economic Development Corporation), once board vacancies are filled,
with guidance and advice from BCBIT.
a. Response to distribution of application. Oronoko will be filling out an application
and submitting soon. Others may need some assistance filling out application. A
pre-application technical assistance session to walk-thru the application was
discussed.
b. Material needed to help. It was decided a presentation on March 17th at our
regularly scheduled BCBIT meeting will include a walkthrough of Berrien County’s
ARPA Broadband Application in a pre-application technical assistance session
intended for municipalities interested in requesting ARPA money from Berrien
County for their broadband infrastructure project. Other material to assist with the
application review process will be the GEO Software. This will be up and running by
SWMPC once training is complete and data is loaded.
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c. What are we learning so far? As with anything else, more money, more people
wanting money (I think that’s the saying). Look, here’s the basics, we can’t just hand
out money. Federal Uniform Guidance Rules, 2 CFR Part 200, must be followed in
accordance with applicable laws and regulations assuring proper guards are in place
again waste and misuse of federal funds while ensuring that all required
documentation is maintained, including policies. If we do this wrong, money has to
be paid back regardless of grantee and/or sub-grantee agreements (you could argue
the sub-grantee is on the hook; good luck having that conversation).
III.

Follow up from American Electric Power (AEP) Meeting. Group discussed the overall
outcome of a recent zoom meeting with AEP regarding infrastructure accessibility. As
discussed prior to the AEP meeting, and reconfirmed during the meeting, if we have street
address, they can look it up. General inquiry for information about a particular area as it
relates to whether or not anything could possibly be there or not, is not specific enough for
the power company to query and release critical infrastructure data.
a. Collective understanding of what we learned. Group agreed the meeting went
really well.
b. The opportunity. Better, fast, cost efficient built-out of high-speed internet.
i. Leasing dark fiber. As we look to expand broadband throughout Berrien
County, leasing dark fiber may be an option.
ii. Sharing of location data. The data AEP has, along with our survey data,
combined, will help with broadband deployment project planning.
1. Need an NDA with County. Administrator Dissette is discussing a NDA
(non-disclosure agreement) with Mona Livingston at AEP. This will
allow the sharing of data, with a collective understanding.
c. AEP’s Process.
i. Expectation of working relationship with ISPs. AEP is meeting with MEC.
Will let us know the outcome. If we hear nothing, it went fine. ISPs meeting
with utilities is normal.
ii. Legislative opening to function in collaboration with providers. For now,
this is a place holder. Broadband legislation is an ever changing dynamic.
d. Sharing of Berrien Coverage/Survey Data. Discussion about sharing survey data
from Merit with entities such as AEP, and the advantage of this collaboration of data
sharing.
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IV.

GEO Software Report. John Egelhaaf, SWMPC, updated the group on the GEO Software
training his group is undergoing in preparation to use this program to analyze project costs
and feasible for BCBIT.
a. Training Interruption. As discussed at our previous meeting, SWMPC, has attended
two training sessions, plus an additional training session, conducted by John to his
staff included terminology and lingo utilized by mapping folks. For the moment, the
third training session with the GEO Software Company is on hold, but should resume
within the next couple of weeks.

V.

StoryMap Draft. John Egelhaaf, SWMPC, reviewed with the group StoryMap Draft #2. John
as included an executive summary, applicable to the anticated Board of Commissioners
(BOC) Committee of the Whole (COW) Presentation. John has extended the invitation to
make edits and changes to the group, and feedback is appreciated.
The following is a link to review the StoryMap Draft:
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/2ada22445343407b9314d3252a0a5406
As part of this document, the StoryMap Draft discussed is included in the BCBIT February
3, 2022 Meeting Notes. Blue hyperlinks are included within this review. These links will
take you right to the location on the StoryMap web-page of the section presented.
Presume, this links will become inactive, once the final is launched.
As an additional note, a landing page for BCBIT on the Berrien County website to post
meeting notes, resources, reports, an external link to the StoryMap, and relevant
broadband information is forthcoming.
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BCBIT StoryMap: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Reviewed.

Post Meeting Note: Double-check Download Executive Summary Button.
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BCBIT StoryMap: TIMELINE Reviewed.

2013

Southwest Michigan Planning Commission's 1st Broadband
Survey.

Late 2015

SWMPC Pauses Broadband Work.

2018

Berrien County Board of Commissioners Creates Broadband Goal

2019

BCBOC Broadband Resolution, SWMPC Resumes Broadband
Data Collection & Interviews with Experts.

October 2019

BCBOC Members Join SWMPC Meetings "Braintrust".

January 2020

SWMPC (in-house) Broadband Action Plan, SWMPC 1st Meeting
with Merit + Shapiro.

June 2020

Broadband Survey Project Building Momentum.

July 2020

Begin Monthly Meetings with Merit, Broadband Survey Strategy
Taking Shape. Monthly Meetings Begin with Braintrust.

September 2020

2020 Mission, Vision, Purpose.

October 2020

BCBOC Resolution for Survey.

December 2020

Broadband Survey Prep in Full Speed.

February 2021

Broadband Survey Launch, Formal Creation of BCBIT.

March 2021

Broadband Survey Concludes.

May 2021

Broadband Survey Results to BCBOC.

June 2021

Begin Merit Pathfinder Discussions.
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(Text from StoryMap) The Berrien County Broadband Internet Task Force partnered with Merit
Network’s Michigan Moonshot team to develop and deploy a survey for 30 communities.
Survey participants were recruited through a printed postcard, radio advertisements and
community partner outreach.
Residents with internet access at their properties were instructed to complete a survey and
Internet connection speed measurement online. The survey was produced and results analyzed
in consultation with the Quello Center at MSU. Residents without internet connectivity were
asked to complete a mobile-optimized survey through their cellular phone or wireless device.
After data cleanup, 2,944 surveys of unique addresses were collected for analysis. 1,869
surveys were completed from residents indicating they had some form of Internet service in
their home and 1,075 surveys were completed from residents who self-reported that they had
no internet in their home. There are 59,577 parcels in Berrien County. The response rate
represents a participation rate of about 5%, a rate determined to be statistically significant for
the broader analysis that follows. Additionally, the norm for response rates for similar surveys
statewide lies between three and ten percent.
The results indicate that 64% of households in participating townships do not have access to
fixed broadband at the FCC threshold of 25 Mbps download and 3 Mbps upload.
Furthermore, industry experts suggest that speeds of 100 Mbps/100 Mbps are truly reflective
of modern bandwidth needs. Of households participating in the speed test, only 13 (less than
0.5% of) respondents had broadband internet access at that level.

In 2020 the Federal Communications Commission established
the Rural Digital Opportunity Fund (RDOF). RDOF funds were
provided to winners of a reverse auction to provide
broadband to census blocks identified by the FCC as unserved.
Broadband providers who received RDOF funds had to
guarantee download speeds of at least 25 Mbps.
The pink shaded polygons indicate those areas that will be
built out with the assistance of RDOF funding. Each successful
bid required a commitment to provide one of four tiers of
performance. Of the 76 US Census blocks involved in the bidding, 23 involved commitments of
1 Gigabit speeds with low latency, 53 bids involved commitments “above baseline” speeds with
low latency. The Gigabit speeds tier will provide greater than or equal to 1 Gig download and
500 Mbps upload. The “above baseline” tier will provide speeds greater than or equal to 100
Mbps download and 20 Mbps upload. By clicking on each polygon on the map to the left, the
details of the bid results can be seen. 40 percent of build-out is required by the end of 2024.
Completion is required by 2027. {NOTE: The map here displayed in this document is static. The
StoryMap web-site map is interactive.}
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The Connect America Fund Phase II (CAF II) is a reverse auction
similar to RDOF. Service providers who receive CAF II funds have
six years to plan and offer service.
The Connecting Michigan Communities (CMIC) Grant is a state
grant fund to extend broadband to unserved areas. To date, there
have been four rounds of CMIC funding. The build-out for all four
rounds is required to be completed by September 2025.
This map (static on StoryMap, not interactive) shows the proposed
coverage upon completion of build-out including fiber optic and
wireless.
{NOTE: Updated Connect America Fund Map discussed. This map from Berrien County GIS
shows CAF II, CMIC and RDOF. Possibility of seperating out funding programs. Both the map in
this document and on the web-site are static at this time.}

Berrien County Survey Data Collected:









Unique survey ID for participants ties results to property parcel database
Street address
Number of residents at address
Number of students at address
ISP service delivery mode (fiber, DSL, satellite, etc…)
What speed do you pay for?
Satisfaction with ISP’s service
M-Lab speed test results

Survey Results:







# of individuals at the address
# of individuals under 18 years old
# of college/university students
# of computers and tablets
How they receive internet access
Satisfaction with internet provider
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BCBIT StoryMap: BROADBAND SURVEY MAP

INTERACTIVE BROADBAND
SURVEY RESULTS MAP

NOTE:
There has been
discussion on this interactive
map of why several records
show at one time.

MAP IS INTERACTIVE.
To view individual
records – hit the
“+” on the lower
right of the map
to zoom in – this
will give you less
compiled records.

With this interactive map, to zoom, or
view individual records, hit the “+” on
the lower right of the map.
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Download Speeds
Internet speed or bandwidth is generally measured in megabits per second
(Mbps). There are two “directions” for measurement; download and upload.
Download is the speed at which
an internet connection is able to
retrieve data.
The FCC suggests that 25 Mbps is
considered broadband download
speed.
The dot density map shows the prevalence of
internet below broadband download speeds as
well as the general distribution of higher speed
download internet availability.

Upload Speeds
Internet speed or bandwidth is generally measured in megabits per second
(Mbps). There are two “directions” for measurement; download and upload.
Upload speeds are the rate at
which data can be moved
from your computer to the
internet.
The FCC suggests that 3 Mbps
is considered broadband
upload speed.
The dot density map shows the prevalence of
internet below broadband upload speeds as well
as the general distribution of higher speed upload
internet availability.
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FCC/Survey Broadband Comparison
Survey speed data as well as FCC data on the
maximum advertised upload and download
speeds per census block were each bucketed
into one of the following categories:
1) No Internet, 2) Below 25/3 Mbps, or 3) At
or Above 25/3 Mbps. Each survey result was
then directly compared to the FCC census
block the survey point falls within. The
diference between coverage reported by the
FCC and data from this survey are drastic.
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Underserved Reason
The TWO primary reasons for LACK of home INTERNET access were:



Service UNAVALIABILITY at their address, and
HIGH COST.

Of those responding,



86% reported that service is UNAVALIABLE at their address, and
12% state HIGH COSTS are the reason they did not have internet in their homes.
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Broadband Density All townships within Berrien County have at least some areas that lack
access. Coastal areas are somewhat better connected than the central corridor of the county.
Additionally, at the lower threshold of 10 Mbps download and 1 Mbps upload (which is the
“unserved” threshold for some grant programs), 28.5% of connected households have speeds
below that basic level.

35% of responding households reported having no internet access at all.

This is a static map from the Broadband survey presented in the
StoryMap under the topic Broadband Density.

The map on the left reflects the share of respondents who indicated having broadband. Using
these numbers as an indicator of the share of all households (including those who did not
respond) that have broadband must take margins of errors into consideration, which depend
on the total number of responses and the total households in an area. At the county level, the
margin of error is in the 2% range. For individual townships, the margin of error is in the
5%-19% range. Response rates at the level of some census blocks were low and therefore imply
higher margins of error. The map on the right reflects broadband service availability as reported
by the FCC.

Out of 1,062 Census blocks (in Berrien County), 76% of these, based on survey responses, there
were customers who could not obtain service at their address though they are located in a
census block that is reported as served based on FCC maps. (Meeting Note: “no data” from
survey results on the left map is copied and shows as “no data” on FCC map, not a reflection of
the FCC not having data in their report, but the survey results layered on top of the FCC map by
Merit in the Berrien County Broadband Data Collection Report).
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Survey Results by Township/City
The overall survey results have been sorted by political jurisdiction. In this table, the operative
definition of broadband is the FCC’s 25/3 Mbps standard. The table indicates the total number
of households in each jurisdiction, the percentage of residents who participated in the survey,
and the percentage of participants that reported no broadband access.
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VI.

Potential Change to County’s ROW Permit Language. As a follow-up to our last meeting, a
potential change to the Berrien County Road Department’s Right-of-Way (ROW) permit, to
include location and depth details, versus pursing a Right-of-Way policy revision was
discussed. Administrator Dissette stated by requiring location and depth details to permits
submissions will add value for knowledge of existing utilities without slowing down
broadband roll-out. With this addition to the ROW permit application, an applicant will
need provide as-built drawings which show the depth and location of installed facilities
(generally, every 10 feet) as well as the depth and location of crossed existing utilities upon
the completion of work for major installments. Commissioner Freehling discussed the
value-add of requiring location and depth on the ROW permit, but also wanted to ensure
this does not add an additional burden to staff, if not used for an intended purpose.
Commissioner Curan inquired about process to take the ROW permit information and load
this into GIS. If we have a system, is it being followed. If we don’t have a system, why not?
Can this be done? Mapping infrastrucure to precise property information with exact depth
location of utilities is inventory knowledge you think we should know, but apparently we
don’t (as a County). MDOT (Michigan Department of Transportation) has been using GIS
(reference MDOT’s GIS Unit) internally, to map ROW for roughly 40 years (MDOT GIS Unit
Open Source Data). It’s not new, or impossible (view Us-31 I-94 Project). Adminstrator
Dissette stated Berrien County’s GIS Director Lex Winans will have a mapper on board soon.
Person is from Michigan Tech, and will begin work once the initial screening is passed and
the offer for employment is accepted. Community Development Dirctor Dan Fette stated a
layer of water and sewer infracsture throughout the County, incorporating current and
future projects is essential for speeding up the analysis and feasibility of build-outs, capacity
constraints, along with showing re-routing options and connector alternatives. Infrastrure
information is critically needed, especially during line breaks.

VII.

Miscellaneous. Next meeting is February 17th, 2022.
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